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Learn how to make easy origami dragon A4 instructions. Design, video tutorial and chart Ventsislav Vasilyeva (Origamite) Chart: Music: Can You Feel Love Today - Elton John performed by Theophila Vasilyeva (piano) What you need: - One prinitng paper A4 or LetterDuration: 12 minutes Difficulty: ❤❤♡♡♡Partioculated in Epilog
Challenge VI Today, you'll learn how to make a modular star! It's a fun activity that gives you an epic result. It's relatively easy if you're keeping a close eye on the steps shown. There is only one type of item you need: 8 pieces of square paper that are all the same size (best of all about 75mm x 75mm or 150mm x 150mm). WARNING:
Don't throw modular origami ninja star conversions at anyone! Place the paper in front of you so that one side is on top, one side on the left, one side on the right and one side at the bottom. (If you use origami paper, place the white side up.) First, you need to fold the top right corner of the paper into the bottom left corner and make a
crease. Once you have turned the paper, there should be a diagonal fold in your paper. Make sure to leave the paper in the orientation it was earlier as soon as you deploy it. (Don't forget to leave the white side up if you have origami paper.) This time, you need to fold the top left corner into the bottom right corner and make a crease. Just
as you have made the step 3, you have to unwrap the paper again. There's got to be another diagonal fold. Make sure to still leave the orientation alone. (The white side should still be if origami paper is in use.) Take the right half of the paper and fold it evenly on top of the left half of the paper and make a crease. Just like you did on steps
3 and 5, turn around the paper. Now there should be a vertical fold in the center of the sheet. Leave the paper in the orientation it's already in. (Make sure the white side is still up if you use origami paper.) Take the top right corner and line it evenly on a vertical fold in the center of the piece of paper and make a crease. Just like you did in
the previous step, take the top left corner and line it evenly on the vertical fold in the center of the sheet of paper and make a crease. Just like you did before, take the right half of the paper and fold it evenly at the top of the left half. There should already be a crease from earlier, so it should be easy to complete. Place the paper so that the
side with which you are stacked in the corners is turned to the left, and the paper hole - at the bottom. Take the paper and press the top right of the sheet inside and press down to the surface to make the creases. Now each side has to be slanted. Repeat 1-12 steps 7 more times. You have to end up with 8 common parts that are all
identical to each other. (They can be different if you want them.) Grab the two parts that you have done and uns off them so that the hole to the bottom and that the right side has two legs that are separated from each other. With each piece in position from the last step, take the piece to the right and insert the left side of it into two legs on
the left side. Make sure the right piece is completely lined up and pushed all the way into the left side legs. The right side should not stick out of the top of the left side. If so, pull the right piece down some until it is more. Notice how your left side has two sharp tips at the end of your leg. You have to fold/ shove these tips into the hole of the
right side at the top. (It should be a pocket where the feet are right.) Make sure you make two folds for each of the tips. Grab one of your remaining pieces and unsorthodog it as you did for two parts in step 14. The previous right piece must now act as a new left piece. Repeat steps 15 and 16.All you need to do for the rest of the position
pieces each next piece as you did for steps 14 and 17. Then you just need to follow steps 15 and 16. Keep doing this until you use all your parts. Remember that every old right piece becomes your new left piece. (See Step 19 to explain when you attach your 8th piece.) On the 8th piece that you connect, the piece protruding as the right
part should be the part you used for your first left piece. This is because the structure loops back onto it on its own to make the octagon shape. Once you've finished attaching all your pieces to each other, you've finished the project as a whole. To convert the modular conversion of an origami ninja star, you just have to push each of its
sides inside. To turn it back, you just have to pull each side out. Remember not to throw your creation at anyone! Enjoy! Profile11InstructablesDraft Instructables0Collections21DiscussionsSettings Chrissy Pk Learn how to make a cute little origami turtle or turtle. The technique is officially Kirigami, which involves one incision during the
process. Kirigami is described as a variation of origami, which involves cutting paper with scissors to achieve the result. However, if you are looking for Kirigami online, you can instead find many pop-up cards and other complex paper creations. In traditional origami there are several known models where cutting is an integral part of the
manufacture of origami. If you're looking for a few more origami animals to make, check out the origami jumping frog, the traditional origami world of pigeon, and the easy origami fox. 1 square sheet of paper of any size (minimum 5 inches by 5 inches for convenience) If your paper is the same color on both sides, it is not values which side
you start the folds on. If your paper has a white side, start with this side up. Fold the paper in half diagonally diagonally that you have a triangular shape, as shown. Fold the bottom right corner to the middle point. Do the same on the left side. Chrissy Pk folded the top of the right flap down to the bottom. Fold the top left flap down as well.
Fold about one-third of the bottom right flap to the right. Repeat on the left side. Chrissy Pk with scissors, cut the top front layer, which was not folded. Cut out the bottom point in the center. Now you should be able to move layers of flaps, as shown in the shown. Fold the top layer of the bottom flaps to match those you've already folded by
following the mini step number 3 above. Fold the left and right dots inside, not all the way to the middle. You may have to use a little glue to make these flaps stay in place. Chrissy Pk folded the top points that you cut out. To form a head, fold these flaps back up, leaving a small gap. (It's called a crease.) Turn the turtle to even more form
the body. For example, fold it in half for a more three-dimensional look and add a marker to your eyes for a funny touch. If you make a turtle, fold the dots for a more rounded shell, legs and head. Chrissy Pk To make her first 3D origami unit, cut a sheet of square paper origami in half. The exact size of the square does not matter, although
the 6-inch square is a good size for beginners. If you use a 6-inch square of paper, you will end up with two sheets of paper that are 6 inches long and 3 inches wide after the cut. Place one rectangular sheet of paper horizontally in front of you. Fold the paper in half horizontally. Then make a guide fold, folding the paper in half down the
vertical middle, and then unwrapping. Spruce/Dana Hinders fold down the left and right sides to make a point at the top, as shown in the photo below. Spruce/Dana Hinders Flip Paper over. Then fold the left and right sides up, as shown in the photo below. Spruce/Dana Hinders fold the two bottom dots up, so your paper has a triangle
shape. Spruce/Dana Hinders fold the triangle in half along the middle fold. This completes your first 3D origami unit. Spruce/Dana Hinders To create the design, you will continue to make 3D origami units. Each unit has two sides: tabs and pocket. The tabs are two dots that have been created once in step 3. Pockets are the result of folds
in step 2 and step 5. To make a 3D origami model, you slip the tabs of the second block into the pockets of the device just in front of it. Different shapes are created at the angle at which units are connected to each other. Depending on what you're trying to do, you can use glue to hold the units together at the angles needed to give the
model its shape. Spruce / Hinders One of the simplest examples of 3D origami is wood. The tree in the photo below is made with five units merged and with a folded rectangular trunk. A small amount of glue is used to ensure that the blocks remain connected at the desired angle. This project can be easily used as a Christmas tree
decoration or gift topper. The tree can also be decorated with a stick on rhinestones, markers or other decorations at will. Spruce/Dana Hinders Many large 3D origami animal projects such as 3D origami swan. One of the challenges in creating larger models is you will need to form a lot of paper rectangles. You can also make functional
objects. A vase or bowl is a fun model to make because you can play with different colors and paper patterns rather than stick to pretty much one color to create a realistic animal. OlekGraf/Getty Images El/Chrissy Pk is a pretty origami fish cute decoration and a fun way to push your origami skills. This traditional origami model is simple
and takes just a couple of minutes to make. Since it's not too hard, it's great for kids to do. This traditional origami fish starts with the base of the origami windmill (which is shown). Once you master traditional fish, there are many ways to decorate them. You can create a whole school of fish in different colors. Another creative idea is to
make Shikishi origami, which is a themed display. For this Shikishi, you can make a water display. Use blue paper, put the fish in the water, add a turtle, maybe a sailboat on top, perhaps a swan origami, and make a pretty scene to display in your home. This origami chart should be useful to work with to make your fish. By following the
origami charts, it's helpful to look at the step you need to take next, as well as the next one to see what it should look like. Don't worry if you don't succeed in the first place. Origami is practicing. For this fish, you will need one sheet of square origami paper. Best to start with the usual origami paper 15 x 15 cm. el/Chrissy Pk 1. Fold the
paper in half in both directions and unwrap. 2. Fold the left and right edges to the middle. 3. Fold the upper and lower edges to the center. 4. Turn the top and bottom flaps. 5. Pull the left and right flaps from the middle up and side. 6. Crush the bottom edge to the center. 7. Now repeat steps 5 and 6 at the top. 8. Fold the top left and
bottom points, as shown in the video. Spruce / Chrissy Pk 9. Fold the corner with the green dot to the red dot. 10. Fold the flap down from the center, as shown. 11. Fold the corner with the green dot to the red dot. 12. Fold the flap down from the center, as shown. 13. Fold the top and corners to the right, as shown in the video. 14. Here's
what it's supposed to look like. 15. Turn the model to the other side. Spruce / Pk 16. Now you can tap the area of your mouth in a bit and draw the eyes. For playful fish, feel free to add to your eyelashes. If you want, you can draw your mouth as well. Also. Can make a smiling mouth, wrinkled lips, or anything else to give your fish
personality. Remember that origami can take practice. Make another one and it will be better than the first one! For more instruction as well as video instructions, check out Kawaii's youTube paper. If you're stuck on a certain step, watching video times in action can be quite helpful. Helpful.
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